Traumatic brain injury and PTSD screening efforts evaluated using latent class analysis.
To empirically identify latent classes of service members according to persistent postconcussive symptom patterns and to characterize the identified classes relative to other postdeployment variables including posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and mild traumatic brain injury (TBI) screening results. Such comparisons may directly inform policy regarding these routine assessments and translate to improved treatment decisions. Self-report data were obtained for 12,581 combat-exposed male U.S. Navy and Marine Corps personnel who returned from deployment in 2008-2009 and completed a Post-Deployment Health Assessment (PDHA) and an associated Post-Deployment Health Reassessment (PDHRA). Persistent postconcussive symptoms indicated on the PDHRA were used as manifest variables in a latent class analysis yielding 4 distinct classes: systemic, cognitive/behavioral, comorbid, and nonpresenting. Although the nonpresenting class endorsed few or no postconcussive symptoms, the systemic and cognitive/behavioral classes displayed elevated likelihoods of neurological and mental health symptoms, respectively. Members of the comorbid class had an increased probability of reporting a wide range of symptoms across both domains. Characterization of identified classes suggested that class membership may indicate the presence or absence of persistent conditions resulting from head injury and/or mental health issues. Under this assumption, estimated class membership probabilities implied a rate of probable neurological injury among this sample to be 17.9%, whereas the standard assessments aimed at identifying repercussions of mild TBI reported a positive screening rate of only 13.1%. Findings suggest that the routinely administered PDHA and PDHRA appear to underestimate the true prevalence of service members experiencing postdeployment health problems. Supplemental items or an alternative screening algorithm incorporating persistent postconcussive symptoms may enable identification of additional cases requiring treatment following return from deployment.